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light
car heroes

In Queensland, Toyota Yaris and Suzuki Swift might top Honda 

Jazz and Ford Fiesta on the national industry sales chart, but 

which shapes as the best buy? We find out …
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STaRTERS: FORD FIESTA 1.6 CL 5-DOOR, HONDA JAZZ 1.3 GLi, SUZUKI SWIFT 1.5 GLX 5-DOOR, 
TOYOTA YARIS 1.5 YRX 3-DOOR

VALUE FOR MONEY
Our attempt to match all four challengers as 

closely in price and specification (middle of the 

range, manual 1.5/1.6-litre, five-door hatch) as 

possible fell a little short of ideal when Honda could 

only supply its entry level 1.3-litre GLi and Toyota a 

YRX three-door (instead of lower-priced YRS).

This put the Honda at an obvious disadvantage in 

performance while the Toyota, already weighing in 

as the dearest, blew out further.

In other areas, though, the pair pretty well 

measured up in relevant criteria to Fiesta CL and 

Swift GLX. 

All have the option of an automatic transmission: 

Fiesta (four-speed, $1500), Jazz (five-speed, $2300), 

Swift (four-speed, $2000) and Yaris (four-speed, 

$1600). Fiesta’s auto, though, is mated to a 1.4-litre 

engine, not the 1.6 unit available with standard 

manual gearbox.

There’s little between the Honda, Suzuki and 

Toyota in residual values. According to Glass’s Guide, 

Yaris holds a slight advantage up to three years with 

Jazz and Swift level pegging. Ford trails, particularly 

after two and three years, meaning it takes the 

biggest hit in predicted depreciation.

The more frequent service intervals prescribed 

by Honda and Toyota suggests Jazz and Yaris are 

dearer to run, but costing (supplied by the respective 

companies) reveals all is not what it might seem.

In taking into account servicing costs to 75,000 km 

(or 80,000 km, in the case of Jazz and Yaris), standard 

basket of parts and comprehensive insurance for five 

years, Jazz works out as the most expensive from 

Swift, Focus and Yaris (which benefits from Toyota’s 

fixed price servicing for the first 60,000 km). 

Fuel consumption is a high priority to light car 

buyers and this quartet delivers close to its ADR 

average figures of 5.8-litres/100 km (Jazz), 6.1 (Fiesta 

and Yaris) and 6.3 (Swift).

Jazz topped the test, averaging 6.8, bettering Swift, 

Yaris and Fiesta, in that order. All run happily on 91 

RON unleaded.

It’s even stevens regarding warranty, with all 

receiving 3-years/100,000 km coverage, and much 

the same in comparing standard features.

Fiesta gets headlight beam adjustment, heated 

external mirrors, follow me home lighting, capless 

refuelling and, on the manual version, stall 

prevention. However, power windows are limited to 

the front only.

A fuel consumption gauge and speed sensitive 

audio volume are standard on Jazz and Swift, but 

the latter lacks auxiliary audio input and the former, 

wheel mounted audio controls.

All boast air conditioning with a pollen filter but 

miss out on cruise control. Tick the inclusions box 

also for tinted windows, intermittent wipers, rear 

screen wiper and MP3 compatibility, 

Fiesta buyers receive a rear fog lamp and Yaris 

buyers a front, but Swift scores more speakers than 

its rivals. All come with single disc CD player except 

the better-specified and dearer Yaris YRX, which 

claims a six stacker in addition to body kit and alloys.

Metallic paint is available at extra cost on all.

DESIGN & FUNCTION
Under the skin, our foursome conforms to the 

class standard package of transverse in-line 16-valve 

four-cylinder engine, front strut and rear torsion 

beam axle suspension, electric power assisted rack 

and pinion steering and front wheel drive.

All have front disc and rear drum brakes except 

Jazz (which benefits from ventilated front and solid 

rear discs), dual front airbags, anti-lock brakes (ABS), 

electronic brake distribution (EBD) and adjustable 
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front and rear headrests.

Swift and Yaris get Brake Assist (BA), which is an 

option on Fiesta.

All have pretensioners and load limiters to the 

front seatbelts, centre rear lap/sash belt and dual 

front height-adjustable seatbelts, except Yaris, which 

has driver only.

While some of their range boast electronic 

stability control (ESC), the four variants in our test 

lack this life-saving device as standard and hence 

receive a four (out of five) star rating from ANCAP.

Optional safety packs, available for Fiesta, Jazz and 

Yaris, are recommended.

For $1000, Ford buyers receive side and curtain 

airbags, driver’s knee airbag, ESC and BA.

Jazz buyers can pay $1000 for side and curtain 

airbags, a multi information display, speed alarm, 

seat belt reminder for all passengers and keyless 

entry.

The Yaris’ $750 Safety pack includes side and 

curtain and knee airbags, but these three items are 

not available at all for the Swift GLX.

Disappointingly ESC is not available even as an 

option on Yaris and Jazz although Honda advises this 

will be corrected with it being standard on all Jazz 

variants within the 2011 model range due for arrival 

in Australia later next year. 

Security is not overlooked. All come fitted with 

stereo theft code protection, central locking with 

remote door opening and immobiliser, but Fiesta 

appeals further in offering deadlocking

Yaris scores a maximum five star Green Vehicle 

Guide (GVG) rating, Fiesta and Jazz four and Swift 

three and a half. Jazz emits the least CO2, followed 

by Fiesta, Yaris and Swift.

It’s pretty well a given that light cars will only 

carry five adults at a pinch, and our quartet is no 

exception to this rule of thumb.

With three in the back, shoulder and hip room is 

compromised but the best of the bunch is Jazz.

Fiesta has the most practical and accommodating 

boot, despite being impeded by the highest load lip. 

The others can’t match its spaciousness, however 

Swift and Yaris get a tick for a handy storage bin.

To create more load carrying capacity, all four 

come with 60/40 rear split-fold seat, although the 

Ford and Suzuki don’t quite fold flat.

Jazz and Yaris do, and go one better – the former 

boasts a one-touch, flip-up mechanism while the 

latter’s rear seat slides forward some 135 mm, albeit 

rendering it near unusable for passengers.

For their price, the foursome has some handy 

practical touches, among them auxiliary power 

outlet each, cargo cover, interior courtesy lights and 

day/night interior rear view mirror. Jazz and Yaris 

also scores map lights.

None has cruise control, but it’s an option on 

Swift.

Jazz bristles with cup holders (10), while Swift gets 

three and Fiesta two and Yaris scores three plus four 

bottle holders.

Jazz takes a lead in having front and rear door 

pockets (the others, front only), but Yaris has dual 

seatback pockets (the others, front passenger side 

only).

Jazz and Yaris come with full size spare wheel; 

Fiesta gets a 14-inch temporary use steel and Swift a 

space saver.

There’s no lumbar support or cushion tilt for the 

driver on any of our challengers, just manual height 

and backrest adjustment. All have steering height 

and reach adjustment except Swift, which misses 

out on the latter.

Given these basic creature comforts, our foursome 
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proved impressively comfortable on a 1000 km drive 

over some pretty rough roads. The Ford narrowly 

took the honours, with its seat holding the driver 

firmly but supportively, just a tad better than the 

Honda.

All have generous front headroom, with Jazz 

leading the way from Yaris and Ford.

The Honda’s quality of fit and finish lived up to its 

brand’s reputation, presenting as the best of the four.

ON THE ROAD
In terms of overall performance, it was Fiesta first.

The Ford eclipsed all six of our acceleration tests, 

conducted in damp conditions, with runner up 

honours near even between Suzuki and Toyota and 

the smaller engined Honda trailing. 

But straight-line prowess is only part of the story. 

In terms of drive dynamics, Fiesta also dominates, 

impressing with crisp, fast steering and firm but 

compliant damping that eases out all but the most 

aggressive back road bumps.

It pulls convincingly in fourth and fifth gear - the 

others struggle - and while the gearshift throws are 

a bit long, precision is not an issue. Fiesta CL is such 

an entertaining and rewarding drive that a Sport 

badge would not be out of place on its rump.

Swift’s engine is responsive and struts a 

willingness to rev, despite trailing Yaris in the 

power-to-weight and torque-to-weight stakes. The 

Suzuki also feels better planted on the road, riding 

confidently and gripping determinedly.

Yaris’ straight line times surprised, because this is 

a car that lacks conviction as being responsive and 

alive. There’s an absence of feel to the clutch and 

throttle, the steering is short on tactility, and body 

roll is in evidence. Overall there’s a bias towards 

comfort and suppleness, rather than dynamic ability.

Going by previous test figures, had its 1.5-litre 

engined big brother represented Jazz, Fiesta might 

not have had things its own way. Down on torque, 

the little Honda goes well when wound up but dies 

as soon as you lift off the power.

It steers nicely – if a little slow to turn in - and 

absorbs bumps well. Jazz can’t match Fiesta’s grip, 

and its higher driving position means body roll 

seems more pronounced, but it’s no slouch.

In our emergency braking tests from 80km/h to 

stop, Yaris pulled up the best ahead of Swift, Fiesta 

and Jazz with all cars stopping competently despite 

the damp conditions.

Jazz proved quietest at idle and Yaris took the 

honours at a steady 80 km/h, while noisiest both 

times was Fiesta.

But powering on from 50-80 km/h, Jazz slipped to 

last, as its smaller engine went to work. Yaris again 

was the quietest.

CONCLUSION
 Our foursome is vivid proof that there’s attractive 

buying among the light car segment. All are honest 

performers and fulfil their segment objectives in 

several ways.

Yaris wins friends with its five star environment 

rating and owner-friendly level of depreciation, and 

is more than competitive in terms of practicality and 

noise level.

Jazz speaks up for itself, even in this company, 

with its ergonomic ability, smart use of interior 

space, build quality and fuel economy. 

Swift impressed nearly universally at its launch 

a few years ago, and nothing has changed. This is 

one competent all round, rather than individually 

brilliant, light car.

Fiesta has few failings and much to offer. So much 

so, we think it would give our current Australia’s Best 

Cars champion, the Mazda2, a run for its money.
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 FORD FIESTA HONDA JAZZ SUZUKI SWIFT TOYOTA YARIS
 CL 5-dr GLi 1.3 5-dr GLX 5-dr YRX 3-dr
PRICE^ $17,190 $16,990 $16,490 $19,890

^Prices are manufacturers’ recommended retail prices and do not include statutory and delivery charges.

Country of Origin Germany Thailand Japan Japan

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

Air-conditioning S S S S

Alloy wheels na na na S (15-inch)

Tyres 195/50R15 175/65R15 185/60R15 185/60R15

Spare wheel type 14-inch temp use Full size Space saver Full size (alloy)

CD player/power windows S/S S/S S/S S (6 in-dash)/S

Driver’s seat height adjustment S S S S

Steering height/reach adjustment S/S S/S S/na S/S

SAFETY

Dual front airbags S S S S

ABS/EBD/ESC S/S/Opt S/S/na S/S/na S/S/na

Seatbelt pretensioners (front) S S S S

Height-adjustable seatbelts (front) S S S S (driver)

Crash rating    

PERFORMANCE

Engine (4-cyl) 1.6-litre DOHC 1.3-litre SOHC 1.5-litre VVT 1.5-litre DOHC

Max. power (kW@rpm) 88 @ 6000 73 @ 6000 74 @ 6000 80 @ 6000

Max torque (Nm@rpm) 152 @ 4050 127 @ 4800 133 @ 4000 141 @ 4200

Kerb weight (kg) 1095 1065 1040 1030

0-100 km/h (damp) 11.8 s 13.4 s 12.1 s 12.3 s

Braking from 80 km/h (damp) 26.2 m 26.7 m 25.8 m 25.0 m

FUEL/ENVIRONMENT

Fuel type ULP ULP ULP ULP

Best/worst/average (litres/100 km) 6.2/9.3/7.9 5.2/8.5/6.8 6.2/8.7/7.3 6.7/8.6/7.5

Tank (litres)/range (km, as tested) 43/551 42/618 43/589 42/560

Environmental rating (GVG)    

CO2 emissions (g/km) 143 138 161 145

SERVICING/TYPICAL REPLACEMENT PARTS PRICES

Warranty (yrs/km) 3/100,000 3/100,000 3/100,000 3/100,000

Est. servicing costs to 75,000 km $1420 $2141 (80k) $1408 $1471 (80k)

Tyres, brake pads/rotors, oil/air filters $1282 $1274 $1689 $1169

Windscreen wiper blades (2) $97 $34 $41 $39

INSURANCE COSTS (annual^^) $653 $750 $736 $628

^^Based on an RACQ Insurance comprehensive policy for a 35-year-old male, maximum no claim bonus, vehicle financially unencumbered, and $500 

excess. Postcode 4066. Multi-policy and RACQ member loyalty discounts may apply.

RACQ can help with car finance. Contact 1300 361 316 or visit www.racq.com/loan. For RACQ Insurance, call 13 1905 or visit racq.com.

STAR RATINGS

Value for money    

Design & function    

On the road    

Overall    


